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We will be publishing a special issue on International Trade Agreements and Tourism. This issue will be dedicated to Dr. D.C. Williams of the University of Southern Mississippi. We are presently soliciting manuscripts for this issue. For further information, please contact:

Dr. David L. Groves  
School of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation  
College Park Office Building  
Bowling Green State University  
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

Inquiries must be received no later than February 17, 1995.
Sustainable Tourism is a positive approach which can reduce tensions between tourism, the environment and host communities. After years of discussion and pilot projects Sustainable Tourism is now evolving as a positive approach to pressing worldwide questions on tourism. The Journal of Sustainable Tourism pioneers an ongoing series of in-depth and practical reviews into this new subject area. It fosters both research and practice in Sustainable Tourism, provide interdisciplinary perspectives, and helps shape and encourage reaction to the many debates on Sustainable Tourism. JOST is aimed at a wide readership, including teachers, researchers and students in tourism, administrators, planners, marketing managers, tour operators, transport and accommodation providers.

Contents of Volume 2 No 3, 1994

* Hansruedi Müller The Thorny Path to Sustainable Tourism Development
* Robert G Healy "Tourist Merchandise" as a Means of Generating Local Benefits from Ecotourism
* Donald Getz & Tazim B Jamal The Environment-Community Symbiosis: A Case for Collaborative Tourism Planning
* Report: Capirona: A Model of Indigenous Ecotourism
* Book Reviews
Dear Colleague:

Many times the leisure professional finds himself/herself at a loss in understanding business principles needed to make operations more effective. In this same context, the business community could more effectively utilize personal services to help solve organizational and productivity problems.

VISIONS IN LEISURE AND BUSINESS is an interdisciplinary journal dedicated to addressing the interface between the leisure and business communities. The solution to many of the problems in each of these areas is the ability to obtain many ideas on a single issue. We are asking you to become involved in an idea exchange among the scholars and practitioners to share your experiences in a journal format. Another vehicle that is being used for the sharing process is that each member, program, and agency subscribing to the journal will be asked to complete a questionnaire and an annual directory of programs and services will be available as a resource. It will also be possible for those interested in particular programs to identify individuals who have similar interests through a computer search.

VISIONS IN LEISURE AND BUSINESS is different from other publications because it draws upon a number of disciplines to solve problems and is not locked into defending a particular position. It is a storehouse of information that can help you keep up-to-date on the latest leisure and business methods. The newest, innovative ideas will be presented in a 'how-to' format to help improve operations. Sharing your experiences can help improve other's professional operations.

VISIONS IN LEISURE AND BUSINESS can stimulate your thinking about how to improve your own expertise and skills, thereby, helping the organization with which you are affiliated. The key to professional advancement is competency and having the edge in performance, so that you are a leader not a follower in the profession. Many individuals have an ability to discern a good idea but many do not have an ability to predict trends and anticipate solutions in advance of the problem. Another important ability is seeing the bigger picture and being able to fit pieces together. Your expertise is needed because only through sharing can the perspective outlined above be achieved. No one individual has the complete perspective. Solutions will only come through group action.

This is a personal invitation for you to become a member of an innovative group to share and receive information that will help you and your organization to become leaders in the leisure and business disciplines.
VISIONS

Personal Services--the vehicles to helping the individual change his life, thereby, making a more positive contribution to organizations and society.